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POLICIES AND PROGRAMES POR TOE DEVELOPMENT OF SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY 

I.    THE ROLE OF SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY IN THE INDUSTRIALIZATION 
OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

1^     la any economy, advanced or developing, small-scale industries play an im« 

portant role.   They account for a very large proportion of the number of manu- 

facturing enterprises and for a sizable proportion of industrial employment and 

of the gross dos*sUc industrial product.    In any economy, they pose distinct 

problems of development beoause special measures of promotion and assistane« are 

needed to offset or remedy the structural weaknesses and handicaps due to small- 

ness of sise and of scale of operation. \ These weaknesses and handicapa (short- 

age of financial resources and difficulty in obtaining credit, insufficient 

technological and managerial knowledge, inadequate skill of labour, antiquated 

and sometimes primitive eq\iipment, unsatisfactory premises and working conditions, 

mm of poor raw materials, laok of information on markets, and so on) are par- 

ticularly serious in small enterprises in the developing countries where in« 

dustries in general, irrespective of their sise, are confronted with difficulties 

arising from limited resources in capital and skilled labour, narrow markets and 

other obstacles.   At the same Urne, small-scale industries have special advantages, 

again particularly marked in developing countries, which give them a distinct 

role in industrial development and Justify special policy measures in their 

support» 

2,     Mdls) it is unquestionable that small industrial enterprises are often ill- 

equipped, poorly managed and suffer from low productivity and unsatisfactory pro- 

duct quality, it is also evident that inefficiency is not a necessary aorollary 

of saallnsss.    There are, throughout the world, innumerable examples of indus- 

tries which arc modern in every respect, but which are small.   These industries 

UM up-to-date eojiipmw*/apply scientific methods of processing and management 

and produce goods, whether complex or simple, of high quality." The achievement 

of mod«» standards is the objective of say programme of promotion of smalla 

scale industry, either through the establishment of efficient new enterprises « 

the modernisation of existing ones« ». 

M 
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3,     It is because modern small-scale industries can contribute to strengthening 

and diversifying the industrial structure and accelerating industrialization 

that, in nearly all developing countries, Governments provide for their promotion 

in their development policies and programmes.    There is general agreement that 

many articles can be produced economically on a small scale and that some arti- 

cle-« can be produced more economically on a snaU. scale than on a large one.    In 
such cases, smallness is not a handicap, and may even afford competitive advan- 

tages.   Efficient small-scale industries may not only coexist with large under- 

takings or compete successfully with them but also, in some cases, be linked 

with them in complementary relationships in which, as subcontractors, they pro- 

duce for them various parts and components or carry out curtain processing or 

finishing operations. 

4. In many other instances, smallness is only a stage in growths   Industri«» 

may start on a small scale and grow in terms of employment, siae of plant and 

equipment and volume and range of output, 

5. Many small industries lend themselves to the use of labour-intensive methods 

of production, that is, of techniques characterized by a low capital-labour 

ratio, an important consideration in countries with scarce capital and abundant 

labour.   Some of these techniques may be used, in most establishments, side by 

side with highly mechanized processes, the over-all efficiency of the undertaking 

remaining satisfactory.   Even when advanced technology is predominantly used in 

a small enterprise, and its capital-labour ratio is high, the absolute amount of 

capital required is modest and can be raised out of private domestic resources, 

without recourse to foreign investment or to Ooverrewnt equity participation. 

Thus, the promotion of small-scale industries offers an effective way of 

mobilizing private savings and initiative, 

6,     Production on a small scale is often the only means of meeting demand when 

the else of the market for any given item is limited.   This ie particularly true 

in the case of relatively isolated local markets such as those of small towjM 

and rural areas.    Thus, small industries may play a useful role in programoea of 

industrial decentraliiatioii.   They may contribute to the expert of manufactures, 

the promotion of *hich is a foremost need of industrialiBing countries requiring 
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increasing amounts of foreign exchange to finance their imports of capital and 

other goods, 

7. Both in relatively developed and undeveloped areas, small-3cale industries 

permit the tapping of resources which otherwise would remain unused, including 

entrepreneurship, capital, labour and raw materials.    With proper orientation 

and support, they may attract people who, because of lack of knowledge of tech- 

nology and management and ignorance of proapects offered by industry, would 

either remain in their present occupations or engage in competing and presumably 

leas risky activities such as commerce and building.    They may mobilize family 

and other savings which might remain idle, be spent on luxuries or be directed 

towards non-productive activities.    They may utilize materials available in 

small concentrations, low-grade materials or by—product3, 

8, Small industries are a training ground for management and labour.    Skilled 

technicians,  foremen and workers are induced,  and are often able,   to set up their 

own industrial enterprises.    More generally, and more importantly,  they offer 

the most p.romising means of promoting entrepreneurship, that is,  of inducing the 

participation of people from different walks of life, with limited financial, re- 

sources and scant technical and management experience, in the industrialization 

of their country.    As stressed below, this can only bo achieved if guidance, 

assistance, training and support are given to these people at all stages of the 

planning, establishment and operation of their enterprises.    This role of small- 

scale industry is of decisive importance in those countries - principally the 

newly-independent ones - where the industrial structure oonsista essentially of 

a few large-scale and medium-sized industries,  usually foreign, Government-owned 

or jointly-owned, on the one hand, and cf large numbers of traditional indus- 

trial unde.rtaki.ng8 - artisans, handicrafts and cottage industries - or. Ute ether. 

The lack of a middle group of modern small-scale industries is not only a factor 

of imbalance in the industrial structure, tiut one of stagnation for the oconewy 

as a whole.    For obvious reasons,  neither the Goveriiaent nor foreign investors 

are interested in owning and operating small establishments.    To promote small- 

scale industry is essentially to promote domestic private enterprise.    Thus, 

especially in the countries where few small industries exist, th» promotion of 

•• 
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this sector is not only a means of strengthening and diversifying the economy 

and raising living standards, but also, through the creation of a new class of 

indigenous industrialists, of achieving major social and political objectives. 

9,     The relative position which small-scale and large-scale industry should 

occupy in the industrial structure and therefore the extent of the resources to 

be allocated to either sector are matters for the planning authority of each 

country to decide.    The scope for the development of industries of different 

types and sizes varies according to the natural and human resources of the 

country, the capital, foreign and national, available for investment, the market 

prospects at home and abroad, and other considerations, both economic and social. 

In every country, the basic policy should be to develop small industries side by 

side with larger industrial projects, within the framework of an over-all indus- 

trial development plan or programme, and not instead of, or in preference to, 

large-scale or medium-3ized industry. 

II.    DEVELOPMENT POLICIES 

10.    Beoause of their weaknesses and handicaps, small-scale industries are un- 

able to formulate and carry out self-help programmes.   Their promotion should 

thereforo be the responsibility of the Government.    The Government»s action 

tends essentially to assist small industries to overcome the disadvantages, or 

to make better use of the advantages,, of smallness and to achieve higher levels 

of efficiency,   A prerequisite of such action is that industries which have 

potential for development and which are in need of assistance be clearly identi- 

fied and distinguished from others.   Herein lies the importance of a definition 

of small-scale industry based on precise and tangible criteria. 

11.   Saallness is a relative notion and no generally acceptable numerical defini- 

tion can even be «ought.   The definitions of small-soale industry vary con- 

siderably not only from country to country, but even, sometimes, within the seme 
country.   Such variety is entirely justified since different fondations may be 

needed to meet different objectives and conditions.   Where a measure of uni- 

fowtity and agreement may be introduced is in the very concept of small-scale 

.*'*•#' 
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industry, that is, the choice of components of the definition, and the differen- 

tiation of industry from other productive activities characterized by a small 

scale of operati.on. 

12. As regards the components, employment and investment in fixed capital are 

the most commonly U3ed, either individually or in combination. The employment 

criterion has some obvious advantages since data are widely available and a de- 

finition in terms of a ceiling on the number of workers per enterprise is 3imple 

and without ambiguity. But a definition based solely on the employment criterion 

may not reveal the real size and scale of operation of an establishment. Some 

industries require high capital investment but only a email number of workers, 

and it may not be correct to classify such industries as small-scale merely on 

the basis of employment. The opposite also applies to some extent, 

13, The capital investment criterion is more complex. In some countrios, capital 

includes fixed assets and working capital./ In most countries, it is limited to 

investment in fixed capital. The main reason for excluding working capital is 

that a proper assessment of the siae t id scale of operation of a fina will not ba 

possible if factors such as the cost of raw materials, direct labour, manufactur- 

ing and administrative overheads are taken into account. There are several in- 

dustries which require only small fixed capital investment, but very high work- 

ing capitalj if working capital io included along with fixed capital, they may 

fall outside the definition of small industry even though they may be typical 

email industries. Again, the costs of the elements constituting working capital 

may vary considerably from firm to firm, depending upon the structure and effi- 

ciency of management, turn-over anangements and other factors which may be un- 

related to the sise of the industries. Fixed capital provides a more satisfactory 

criterion for determining the size of the establishment. For the purposes of the 

definition, it should include tho cost of buildings and machinery but not that 

of land which may riry widely from one location to the other. 

14. In son« countri««, definitions ar« based only on fixed c&pitai, th« eraploy- 

ment criterion being excluded on the grounds that one of th« roles of saall-soale 

industry is to promote employment and that a ceiling on this factor might inhibit 

entrepreneurs from hiring additional labour in order not to lose the benefits of 

.—*-~-^«~~^      • -. — -- --- -*~-  —  --•.—• lM^_^aiiaMM.Mtiti,1MÂa^^ 
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Government assistance programmes. However, this may be avoided if the ceiling on 

employaient is set at a sufficiently high level. The ceiling on fixed capital 

should also be at a level which would not discourage small entrepreneurs to equip 

thc-nselves with modem machinery and equipment. As a rule, whether the two 

criteria are used in combination or separately, the maximum actual.values assign- 

ed to them should be high enough to encourage, on the one hand, the raising of 

employment and, on the other hand, the use of modern productive machinery. Some- 

rimes, both objectives may be simultaneously pursued in the same enterprise} in 

other cases, small units may use predominantly either labour-intensive or capital- 

intensive techniques. Whatever the technologies adopted, these enterprises would 

romain in need of guidance and assistance and should be distinguished from 

larger ones which could forgo such help. 

15. The distinction between small industries and other productive activities 

characterized by a small acale of operation, such as handicrafts, artisan under- 

takings and cottage industries, is based mainly on the types of organization, 

equipment and techniques and also the types of products involved. In all these 

traditional occupations, which are usually limited to a few branches such as 

carpentry, blacksmithy, pottery, weaving etc., th«ve is little or no division 

of labour and a minimum of machinery is used, hand-crafting being a predominant 

method of processing; in the case of handicrafts, artistic skills and artistic 

and ornamental value of the products are distinguishing characteristics. The 

promotion of the traditional sector calls for programmes and measures of assis- 

tance different from those devised for the development of modern small-scale 

industry. For that reason, the definition of the latter should distinguish it 

from the traditional sector. Besides the qualitative features mentioned above, 

numerical maximum limita on fixed capital and if need be, employment in tradi- 

tional undertakings will also be necessary; these viill be appreciably lower 

than for small-scale industry. When separate definitions are adopted for the - 

modem ani traditional sectors, that of the modern sector, especially if based 

on fi-.sd capital, may include not only a ceiling but also a lower limit. This 

lower limit or a slightly higher figure (overlapping would be of no serious con- 

sequence) may be the ceiling of the definition of the latter. 

*•%• 
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16. In all developing countries, the future of the traditional industrial sector 

is, or should be, an important policy problem. In some countries, there is a 

confusion between the traditional and the modern sectors and development policies 

focus on upgrading handicrafts and artisan enterprises rather than promoting 

modern manufacturing establishments. More often, modern industry io being 

developed but little attention is paid to the role and place of the traditional 

sector in a modernizing economy. Sometimes, it is believed that the whole tra- 

ditional sector can be transformed into modern manufacturing. 

17, There are, no doubt, many traditional crafts which have become obsolete and 

wasteful through the emergence of modern technology, changes in social structure 

and rising income.levels. Factories are steadily replacing artisan workshops in 

the supply of such products as textiles, shoes, furniture, agricultural tools. 

It is a paradox of industrialization in developing countries that the only group 

of people with background and experience in industrial activities becomes its 

first victim. Thore are also certain fields where the artisan workshop can co- 

exist with the factory and even function in complementarity with itj there is, 

in particular, increasing scope in any economy for artistic handicraft productions, 

the demand for which seems to grow with the increase in affluence of the society, 

the expansion of tourism and other factors. Such skills and crafts shotild be 

.identified and assisted so that they would develop further. The difficult pro- 

blem is that of the obsolete and declining trades which, though inefficient, are 

a source of income for large segments of the population and, in certain countries, 

are the predominant element in the industrial structure. Some traditional acti- 

vities, probably fewer than commonly believed, lend themselves to transformation 

into small-scale industrial undertakings in the same line of business. Many 

others do not lend themselves to such a transformation, but should be steered to- 

wards small-scale manufacturing in different lines of business, service and con- 

struction industries and other promising activities. In either case, programmes 

of conversion, retraining, technical assistance and special incentives are ealltd 

for. 

18, Artisans are only one of the sources of entrepreneurship in smll^scale in- 

dustry. Prospective entrepreneurs may be found among educated young men, mer- 

chants, foremen and skilled workers from large enterprises, Government officiala, 

A.. 
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and so on.    These people should be steered towards industrial occupations offer- 

ing good  prospects of development cr.d corresponding to the priority areas of the 

ovsr-all industrialization programmes.     Promotion of ^nail-scale industries - 

ari ti "..   applios else to artisan enterprises - should therefore be selective, 

U-lLn«? into account their viability, competitive strength and growth potential. 

Ths CovcrTjneiìt'a  telici es should not be aimed at giving rise to, or artifically 

maintaining weak, vulnerable and inefficient industries.    The identification of 

the types of industries which are economic en a small sc*le, which can sustain 

the competition of larger firms, or which can bö linked with these by complemen- 

tary relationships,  and which have prospects of expansion and diversification, 

ha a   i decisive bearing on the coverage,   scope and orientation of promotion pro- 

gramme      Hence the importance of surveys of prospects of development of small- 

soalr  industries in various  regions or localities of a developing country, and 

of measures of au si stance to sciali industrialists at the pre-investment stage. 

These aspects will be considered in more datali in the next section. 

19.    Selectivity in location of anali industries should be an equally important 

policy P..5 selectivity in the types of manufacturing activities.   As stressed 

earlier,,  small-scale industries may, on account of their locational flexibility, 

play a substantial role in decentralization programmes.    In raost developing 

countries, however, the lack or inadequacy of infra-structure In vast regions 

limitò the choice of location of industry.    Outside of a few "islands" whero 

basic conditions for industrial development are fulfilled, it may often be im- 

practicable to set up even small establishments.    Theso need a minimum of infra- 

structure facilities, sKilled labour,  raw materials, and market outlets.    The 

prospects in tnis regard would be revoaled by the surveys referred to earLier, 

which assumo therefore a considerable importance in the formulation of any dé- 

centralisa bion or regional planning programme.   The special advantage of «nau- 

seale industries is that most of them can be operated in locations where the 

supply of basic facilities is limited and where larger firms could not be 

economically set up.    In a general way, the d&vdlopment of small-scale industry 

should bt> closely co-ordinated with programmes of construction of power plants 

or of power distribution,  road building, water supply and pr vision of other 

infra-structure facilities. 

'"ST** /... 
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20.    The industrial estate may be of value inter alia in facilitating the esta- 

blishment of industries in less developed or backward areas,  since it providee 

an economic justification for the development of basic facilities and services - 

power, water, transport, factory buildings, extension services, training etc. 

Yet even the location of en industrial estate presumes the existence of a minimum 

of basic resources and facilities and of favourable prospects of industrial de- 

velopment and should be decided on the basis of thorough surveys. 

21.    Since small-scale industries are in need of help in all aspects of their 

planning, establi&hment and operation, the various measures of promotion and 

assistance - financial, technical, managerial etc. - should bs part of an inte- 

grated development programme.    Individual measures may remain ineffective if un- 

supported by complementary action.    For instance, credit funds may remain unused, 

standard factories on industrial estates may remain unoccupied if no steps are 

taken to stimulate entrepreneurship.    Equipment may not be modernized if financing 

is not provided.    Vocational training will not suffice to improve productivity if 

industrial extension services to managers are not available.    Guidance, advice 

and support are needed at every step in each operation, over a relatively long 

peried of time.   Such integrated and sustained assistance can be provided only by 

the Government through appropriate institutions, often with the help of foreign 

experts.    The main purpose of these measures is to support small industrialists 

through the initial stages and to lead them towards effective, self-reliant 

managementj high-quality, low-coet production} and self-sustained growth. 

22.   While the Government has to draw up general development policies and pro- 

grammes and to provide, through public institutions, many and sometimes most 

of the measures of promotion end assistance, there is usually scope for some co- 

operation on the part of semi-public and private agencies.    The Government should 

then facilitate *ud cc ordinate their action.    As a role, private agencies will 

not eon» forward to provide free of charge, or even at cost, such services as 

technical counselling, technical facilities and training of workers and managers. 

Witt the exception of services supplied by ccanon-facility workshops (which are 

in the nature of operating costs and should be charged for), counselling sendee, 

and training are fom. of education which, in most countries, are considered to 
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be a Devenant responsibility and are provided free.    In view of the shortage 

o* industri«! extension personnel, Governments of developing countries might 

sortirne* consider using the services of chamber, of commerce and industry, in- 

dustrial association and private constatant firms, and support, in full or in 

nart, the costs of their operations.    The Government need not undertake a pro- 

gramme of direct credit assistance to small entrepreneurs if commercial banks can 

be induced, through guarantee or insurance schemes, interest rate subsidization 

and similar snorting measures, to advance loans at liberal conditions to small    ^ 

industries.    Quite often, the Government's role need only be that of «pump-: 

priming«, its initiative being aimed at encouraging private agencies or group» of 

eaell entrepreneurs to take up promotional action in duo course.    For instance, 

certain cow» service facilities on an industrial estate, and even the estate 

itself may eventually be turned over to private ownership and management.   While 

the first industrial estates should near] y always be set up by the Government - 

privat, initiative being not forthcoming as a rule - one of their purposes is, 

through demonstration of what can be done through Government assistance, to in- 

duce local bodies, private groups and co-operatives to follow suit and to set up, 

with some public support, their own industrial estates,    /gain, the facilitation 

of self-help programmes by private groups, usually in the fom of co-op*rative 

associations, is a major responsibility of the public authorities.    In aU case., 

it is the dutv of the Government to ensure that small entrepreneurs get integra- 

ted measures Of support, whether these are provided by public institutions or 

private agencies or by voluntary efforts of the entrepreneurs themselves. 

23     The measures referred to so far tend to strengthen and support small-scale 

industries by inducing them to benefit fro» economies of agglomeration:    this is 

the case when they are located on industrial estates with standard factories, 

common service facilities ,nd industrial «(tension services, and when co-opera- 

tive and complementary arrangements among them enable them to undertake pro- 

grammes of self-help.   Another -ans of strengthening them is to encourage the 

establishment of subcontracting relationships with large fi«».   The inrtit*- 

tionaliaation of servicing through the creation of permanent public agende* 

such as small industry service institutes, industrial extension centres, manage- 

„e*t development centres, spaiai depart*«*, of industrial devio,»** haul» 

/... 
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etc., and recourse to the co-operation of serai-public and private agencies are 

other major forms of promotion and support of small industries.    There is another 

type of action, vMch is necessarily the responsibility of the Government - the 

adoption cf legislation to facilitate the growth of small establishments as part 

of the over-ail industrialization effort, and of certain preferential schemes and 

special measures of protection.    In most developing countries, tax and tariff 

concessions are used as an instrument of industrial development.    Sometimes, in- 

dustries may benefit from these advantages only if their investment and/or em- 

ployment exceeds a given minimum which may be sot et a rsJp.tively high level; this 

encourages large-scale industry.    In other cases, incentives are provided only to 

industries whose investment and employment do not exceed a relatively low level; 

this is an incentive to artisans or very small industrial establishments.    In 

either case small-scale industry is disadvantaged.    Thus., the revision of existing 

laws oí- the enactment of special incentive laws for small-scale industry is often 

called for.    Preferential schemes include procurement prog ranimes of srcall indus- 

try products by public authorities, priority pri-.nvre.ment of .««carco raw materials, 

concessional rates on freight and utilities etc. 

24»    The role of the Government in the promotion of small-scale industries as 

outlined in the preceding paragraphs has sometimes been criticized as too pro- 

tective,    anall-scale industries have been called a "spoon-fed" group which can- 

not survive without Government support and the Government itself has been cri- 

ticised for interfering too much with private initiative.    But these criticisms 

are based on an incorrect understanding of the nature of the Government's role 

in this field.    As stated earlier, one of the principal objectives of small in- 

dustry development is to promote the emergence of a healthy group of private 

entrepreneurs.   The Government's role is limited to the oxtent and tin« needed 

to help these entrepreneurs to stantì on their own.   Wale Govewiueat ¡oe&sures 

of assistance Btay continue over a long period - and for this reason should be 

inetltuUonalised - it will not be the same industrial units which will receive 

such assistance.   As far as individual industries are concerned, assistance is 

given only until and for such time as it is needed.   Experience shows tha'i most 

—»?i industries outgrow the stage of needing Government assistance very quickly. 

But new entrepreneurs will need such assistance and thus the Government's role 

A.. 
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of providing assistance continues.    The promotional iole of the GcVermont vdJl 

be progressively reduced as the country advances and private agencies and in- 

stitutions come forward to provide the services and facilities needed by indus- 
tries« 

2?.    Smallneos does not confer any privileges or advantages in developer, t pro-. 

grammes, but it is the duty of the Gove>.T¿nem. to ensure also that soilness doeo 
not porptstufite handicaps, 

III.    OUTLINE OF AN IHÎ3GKAÏED. DEVELOfKB!« tRCOhkt^Á 

26. lu the following paragraphe, a?j outline is presented cf a "m&xi'snm" pro- 

gramme of promotion of, and assistance to, small-scale industry.    The 'developjr.e.-4t 

of this sector covers,  in a different context sni a riifirent perspectiv.», ¿U 

the major problems cor. f mi tin« the c-st&bl xshment and growth cf industry in genoral. 

The measures listed below therefore encoapars a broad iioid.    ,\'-t -.-rd'   ; , J-L'* 

to bo done  to promote small enterprises, L.:1 /uore is to be dona for t-nut than 4,r 

the larger ones because their need for »rapport is greater.    So,a© n»*3urea of pro- 

motion and assistance are required by all industiios, irrespective of site. 

planning, surveys and feasibility studies, financing, provision cf sites w»d 

infra-structure, training of manpower, technological research, Marketing ind «*- 

port promotion, fiscal and other incentives; but the programa* r«>quir<*d by *maU 

industries in these areas should le specially adapted tn their n#«ds.    Other 

measures are necessary only for tr , promotion of mall-scAÎt industry.   This is 

the case of industrial estates, common service facilities, co-ope?rUven, hii «- 

purchase and other supervised credit scheme, Goveroaent store procurement pro- 

grames etc.    In general, technical and managerial counselling is needed only by 

mall industries.    According to the needs, prospects and targets of developoent 

of small-scale industry in a given country, soot and aomstliaea all of these mea- 

sures should be provided.   íhe programas may be implemented by one or several 

agencies - a department of a ministry, mall industry development institutes, 

extension centres, industrial estate authorities and so on. 

27. So carry out comprehensive program»» of this type, appreciabl« reaourem 

ôf «#«rt personnel and finance are needed.   The scarcity of spaeiaUati in mall 

•«^^b^mmm^ 
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industry development - industrial economists, engineers in various fields of 

specialization, management development experts, industrial estate planners, iwrket. 

researchers, and so on - is a major obstacle and recourse to foreign experto is 

frequently required,  the training of national counterparts being one of their main 

duties.^*     Certain projects involve large investments.    This is the case of indus- 

trial estates, the establishment of which calls for lana, infra-structure develop- 

»ent,  factory construction, equipment of ccmon faciliti os and provision of other 

services p.nd amenities.    It is also the caso of industrial extension centres, 

training institutes etc. which require workshops and laboratories, vdth their 

equipment, class-rooias, libraries, and so on.    Though some of this investment may 

be recovered - for instance, installations on industrial estates raoy be turned 

over to the occupants - the over-all costs of an integrated small indu e try develop- 

ment programe may be hiph.    There is abundant evidence that many developing coun- 

tries consider that the achievement of the economic,  social end political objec- 

tives of such a programme fully justifies   ¿he allocation of scarne resources for 

building up a permanent development machinery. 

28,    An integrated programme of development, of «nail-scale industry will include 

measures under the following three main headings :    A,    Promotion and assistance^ 

B,    Industrial estates;    C,    Financing, training and specie! incentives.    The paru 

of the programs» under the first two heading? should be formulated under the re- 

sponsibility of a epecial Government agency or a department of a ministry, and iiw 

pleaefited either by this agency or by specialized institutions.    For the sake of 

convenience, reference will generally be made, in the following paragraphs, to a 

single promotion and assistance agency.    The agency would also contribute to the 

fOKialation of the programmi under the third heading, and would play a role in 

their i^le»witatlon and co-ordination| however, the responsibility for carryir.3 

out this part of the progresas would usually be borne by other institution« or 

gorernwent departments. 

1/   Technical assistance is beyond thé scope of the present report,    Per a deteil*4 
é»#eilptioR of the types of assistance which may be provided by the «*»*« 
laticna, ¡SI Hchnical Oo-fflfrftlon for the fryelop^nt of «mn-fwfllf Wtfr 

United XaUons piblication, Salea No, s   bj.lUB.J)* 

• •• 
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A.    Promotion. and assi stance 

Stimulation of ent repreneur sh_ip_ 

29. In order to stimulate entrepreneurship and orient prospective entrepreneurs 

towards industrial actiniae, offering good prospects and consonant with the ob- 

jectives, priorities and requirements of tho oveiwdl development pian, technical 

and. economic studies of the types oC industries which can be set up in vr^i ouo 

localities of the country should be carried out.    Thero surveys would  Indicate, 

in the Light of the availability of raw m&teiiô3 B, power, water, transportation 

and other utilities, capital, labour, markets and so on, the prospects open to 

industries producing goods which, to the extent possible, would uac local materials 

and substitute for import».    The surveys, the scope of which would necessaria/ be 

broad, would not only describe the proopescta of small industry développent but 

would also give indications on the possibilities of industrial decentralisation. 

30. Once the feasible and desirable types of small industries have been deter- 

mined, "model schemes" or »industry fact sheets" should be prepared for oftch of 

these industries or, at any rete, for those of the highest; priority.    The »model 

schemes» would describe, in simple and clear terms, the requirements in capital, 

plant and equipment, employment, raw materials, processes, Marketing prospects, 

and estuiate turnover and profitability, 

I 31.    The promotion and assistance agency should not liait it3elf to giving con- 

sultations to persons approaching it.    It shculd, as far as possible, soak out 

prospective entrepreneurs with a view to steering them towards industrial occupa- 

tions and providing the» with all the necessary information and advice.    Inten- 

sive development campaigns, organized jointly by industrial extension ¡ma finan- 

cial agencies, may be urxtortaken:    groups of technicians may go from rlace to 

place with mobile demonstration vans, convene meetings and discussion groupe, and 

formiate projects for which technical, managerial and financial assistance will 
subsequently be provided. 

.1 

32.    Upon request from prospective or established entrepreneurs, the agency would 

undertake feasibility studies, including marketing surveys, for new industrial 

,   projects and would evaluate projects already prepared by the entrepreneurs 
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33, It would assist prospective and existing entrepreneurs in formulating "bank- 

able" projects for financing by credit institutions, commercial or public. 

34, It would assist entrepreneurs in all formalities relating to incorporation, 

licensing, acquisition of site or building, import licenses and fcreign exchange 

authorizations and other prerequisites for setting up, modernising cr expanding 

an industrial önterpr.i.30. 

35, The agency would co-ordinate the activities of institutions for training, 

management and labour, industrial research centres and other bodied .such as 

chambers of commerce and industry, professional associations, co-operatives etc. 

which contribute to the stimulation of entrepreneur s hip, the spread of industrial 

skills and the dissemination of technical informatior.. 

Technical and managerial assistance 

36. The agency would provide assistance to small industrialists in every aspect 

of planning, constructing, operating and managing their enterprises. 

37. Economic assistance covers principally counselling on industry feasibility 

and prospects, selection of location, fixed and working capital requirements, in- 

tonation on availability and prices of raw materials, labour, factory space, pro- 

duction coats at different size units, competitive position in relation to other 

industries, marketing and export opportunities. 

38. Technical assistance covers advice and guidane* on the choice of materials, 

machinery and tools and their mosti efficient utilization in production.    It in- 

cludes advice on plant lay-out, installation, operation, maintenance and repair 

of machinery, techniques of production, testing, quality control procedures, 

packaging, atoring, selling and shipping goods, and class-room and on-the-^ob 

training of workers and supervisors. 

39.   Management development covers advice, guidance and training in all aspect« 

of the conduct of a business, including the raising of resources, organisation, 

production planning and control, inventory control, cost accounting and aarkatlng 

techniques. . It includes advice on sources of credit, loan regulations, ta**», 

book-keeping, advertising and publicity.   It may include promotion of subcontract- 

ing between Urgt and small induatriee through the provision of infoawtiMi on 

Ml 
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opportunities in this field and the facilitation of negotiation of contracts.    The 

promotion of co-operative arrangements, including co-operative associations be- 

tween anali undertakings, is a relevant activity, 

40, Product improvement is concerned with design and quality.    Existing dssign 

may be improved or a new design substituted for ars old one so as to enhance per- 

formance, quality and appearance.    Advice on standardization is also provided. 

41. Training is necessarily involved in the above activities, whether it is pro- 

vided in an industrial extension centre, a special institution cr on the vicb.    As 

an industritl extension activity, the training provided to managers., supervisory 

personnel and workers of existing enterprises is, as a rule, noie in the natura 

of upgrading of existing skills and more specialised than that given in business 

administration courses, technical education wid vocational training, to students 

who have not entered yet into industriai e ¡vip] oyment, 

UZ,    Induetriti research is an essential supporting activity.    Technological 

adaptation or innovation in respect of processes, equipment and products Ì3 o/.'tsn 

of special benefit to small-scale industries.    Socie processes result in reductions 

in input of capital and materials ; some types of equipment make it possible to 

produce economically at  .'elatively small capacity or lend themselves to multiple 

usej  some products may be bassd on local materials or by-products or may meet 

special demand requirements on narrow markets.    An industrial extension service 

ohould evidently make use of the results of such research. 

Information and research 

43. The agency would disseminate economic, technical and legal information rela- 

ting to the development of small-scale industries and would undertake research in 

these areas, 

B*    Industrial estates 

44«    The planning and construction of industrial estates should be one of the 

fundamental components of a programme for the development of small-scale industry!/ 

%f   See "Policies and Programmes for the Establishment of Industrial Estate«" 
(XD/C0NÏW&-5). 
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The estate is one of the most effective instrumento of promotion.    The availabi- 

lity of standard factories for rent or hire-purchase is, for people with swell 

financial means, a major inducement to engage in industrial operations«    The 

existence of facilities providing technical and managerial assistance is another 

important inducement to entrepreneurship,   Ylhen an extension centre is part of an 

industrial estate, the small industrialist may receive sustained assistance in 

all aspects of their work.    Common service facilities,  such as a tool-room, main- 

tenance and repair shop., or a testing and quality control laboratory, which may 

vary in type with the composition of industrj.es on the estate, contribute to .-im- 

proving productivity and product quality and. reducing costs.    The grouping of small 

industries on a common site makes it economical to set up other facilities, ouch 

as a training institution or an information centre, a« part of the estate,    Thue, 

the industrial estate is an effective tool for integrating the various ¡r.aasuros 

of support to small-scale industries» 

C,    Financing, training and special incentives 

45.    To be fully effective, the above measures should be supported by complemen- 

tary programmes.    Because of relatively high risks, high costs of lending, and 

small banking profits, small industries have difficulties in obtaining credit, 

and special measures for financial assistance are required.    The principal feature» 

of financing of small-scale industries is the linking of technical to financial 

assistance.    The raising of productivity through industrial extension servicec re- 

duoe risks and increases the credit-worthiness of small entrepreneurs.    Assistance 

in preparing loan applications also facilitates credit, and »credit supervision", 

in the case of small-scale industries, is essentially a form of technical assis- 

tance aimed at ensuring a proper use of loans through technical and managerial 

guidance» 

46.   Supervised credit operations may be Jointly managed by financial and indus- 

trial extension agencies»    Certain forms of supervised credit, for ins tance, hire- 

purchase aysteos for provision of machinery, may be more effectively operated by 

a special agency.   Because of the high cost of credit supervision, special finan- 

cial institutions oiten have to be created, through which foreign as well as do- 

mestic fundo can be channelled.    Where small industries have achieved a measure 

mm 
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of development, financing by commercial banks may be obtained through Government 

guarantee and insurance schemes, 

47. The importance of vocational training is evident and need not be elaborated. 

One of the advantages of establishing training centres in or near industrial 

estates is that courses may be devised specifically to meet the needs of the in- 

dustrialists; another advantage is that apprenticeship and in~plant training may 

be facilitated. 

48. Ch,her measures in a maximum programme of development include special tax and 

customs benefits for small-scale industries, priority allocation of scarce raw 

materials, preferential purchase of small industry products by Government agencies, 

reductions in transportation and utility rates, and special export promotion 

measures. 

mm*. I^J^A---.ahái 
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ANNEX I.   THE PUCE OF SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY IN THE INDUSTRIAL PlUiiEWORK-/ 

I.    General Analysis 

1. An assessment of the place of small-scale industry in the over-all 

industrial    framework is confronted by two main obstacles!    tho lack of 

uniformity of the definitions of small-scale industry used in publications, 

industry censuses,  and other statistical material in different countrioa; 

and the limitation of the number of countries for which detailed data are 

available. 

2. A definition of small-scale industry should identify the modern smal] 

manufacturing sector,  excluding handicraft and artisan undertakings and 

cottage industry.    In many countries,  the definitions are based on employ- 

ment only, with ceilings set at difforent levels.    It happens frequently 

that enterprises with little or no machinery and employing relatively many 

workers are classified as small-scale or medium-siaed industrie o,   though 

their activities may essentially be of an artisan or cottage industry type. 

3»      Investment in fixed capital,  combined or not with number of employees, 

would be a better criterion, the ceilings varying from one country to 

another.    This criterion,however,  is seldom found in the statistical 

literature and, for this reason, tho present study uses a definition of 

small-scale industry based on employment only,  the number per enterprise 

being 100 workers or lees. 

4«     For the purposes of the study, inauetry is grouped into three broad 

eatsgoriast    light industry}    metal products industry!    and heavy industry* 

i/ This annex contains a summary of parts of a statistical analysis ôf the 
fols of BBAll-soals industry in industrial and industrialising eeuntflt», 
prepared by Mr. 0. K. Boon, a consultant to UNIDO, whioh will be pub- 
lished by the United Hâtions in l$66. 

/ •»• 
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The composition of each category is given in table Ì   below. 

5. Hoavy industries are capital-intensive and, in general, uce equipment 

characterised by relatively largo indivi sibilitiec; for this reason, they 

benefit from economie9 of ncale. The other industrial activities aie, 

however, not necessarily labour-intensive. It io a characteristic of many 

light and metal-productB industries that choices between alternative tech- 

niques exissj thece rang¿ frota more to isas labour- iivt enei ve, or from 

lesa to more capital-intennive. 

Tabic 1.    Classification of Industry 

ISIO 
Wo. 

Light industry Mo tal products 
industry 

Jnduotry 
group  

4.Ö. 

Ho. 
Industry 
¿F°UP-.. 

Heavy industry 

ISIC      Industry 
Ho.        fi:roufi 

20-22   Pood,   beverages and 
tobacco 

23     Textiles 

24 Footwear, clothing 

25 Wood and cork 

26 Furniture 

28 Printing and pubi i shin« 

29 Leather and leather pro- 
ducts 

30 Rubber products 

35 lâetal products      2'J   Paper and 
paper products 

36 itachinery except 31    Chemicals and 
electrical cheasictl pro- 

ducts 

37 Electrical mach- 32   Petroleum and 
inexy coal products 

38 Transport equip- 34   Basij metal 
sent industries 

39     Miscellaneous manufactur- 
ing 

«/ International Statistical Industrial Classification 

/*•• 
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6.      The place of small-scale induotry in each of these three groups ha3 

been assessed for a sample of fourteen countries:     six developed coun- 

tries«     Canria,  Finland,  Japan,  the Netherlands,   the United Kingdom and 

the United Ütatos;    and eight developing countries:     Argentina,  Brazil, 

Chile,   China (Taiwan),  Colombia, Mexico,   Pakistan and Peru. 

7«    - In both the developed and the developing countries,  the highest 

number of establishments is in the light industry group.    In the developed 

countries and in Brazil and Mexico, the average size of establishments in 

terms of value added per establishment is the smallest in the light industry 

group.    In the other developing countries,  it is in the metal products 

induetry group. 

8.      In all the countries under consideration, with the exception of 

Argentina and Peru,  the smallest number of establishments is in the heavy 

industry group.    In Argentina and Peru,   it is in the metal products category. 

9»      The largest average size of establishment,  expressed in value addod 

per enterprise,  is in the heavy industry group in all countries with the 

exception of Brazil, where the average added value per establishment is 

significantly greater in the metal products group than in the heavy industry 

group* 

10.    The average number of persons employed per establishment is the 

smallest > the light industry group in the developed countries and in 

Brazil, Chile and Mexico.    In the other developing countries of the sample, 

the metal products industry has the lowest average employment per estab- 

lishment. 

11*   The average sise of ostablizhmont expressed in number of persons 

employed is, in »oat oountries, largest in the heavy industry group, with 

the exception of Brasil, where it is in the metal products group ana Pakis- 

tan where it is in the light industry group. 

/••* 
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12. Another indicator of the relative importance of industry is the  value 

added per employee,   a ratio which measures the average labour productivity. 

The value added per employee iß positively correlated with the wage rate 

and the capital-labour ratio. 

13. The value added per employee is the lowest in the light industry in 

all the developed countries (with the exception of Finland) and in Brasil 

and Mexico.    In the ether countries the lowest labour productivity is 

found in the metal producta industry. 

14. The highest labour productivity figures are found in all  countries 

except the Republic of China in the heavy industry group.    In China 

the highest figure  is found in the light industry group.    Because of the 

positive correlation between the value added per eroployae ratio and  the 

capital-labour ratio,  what has been said o** the average labour productivity 

indirectly holds for the capital-labeur ratio-    The highest capital-labour 

ratio is found in the heavy industry group while the lowest ratio is found 

either in the light industry group (mainly in the developed countries)   or 

in the metal products group (mainly  in the developing countries). 

15.    A last characteristic is the average level of wage per person employed. 

As night be expected,  the lowest average mgas are paid in the light  in- 

dustry (with the minor exception of Colombia where the wages in the motel 

product.) industry are slightly lower). ' In almost all countries of the 

sample, the highest wages are paid in the heavy industry group, with the 

exception of the United States, where the averaga wages in the motal pro- 

,  duots category are somewhat higher and in Brazil where they are signifi- 

cantly higher. 

16.    The statistical analysis suggests that the following pattern obeerved 

in the industrially »ature countries is the normal one for theie coun- 

tries!   the highest number of establisaaaota is fo'md in the light industry 

category followed hy the metal product» industry category and the heavy 

A- 
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induatry category. The average valuó added per establishment i-, tho 

smallest in tho light industry category, and 50 are the averse number 

of persons employed per establishment, the value added per employee (and 

consequently the capital-labour ratio) and the avora^e wage paid per 

person. All these ratios have their highest lev*J in the heavy industry 

category \    intermedi aie values are found in the metal products «-roup. 

17« The pattern is different in the developing; countries which r-o through 

various pbaßos before reaching the- industrial structure typical oí the 

advanced countries. In the industrializing countries, the position of 

light industry and metal producís industry appears to be the reverso of 

that in the industrial countries. An explanation of this deviation i 3 

that the process of indistrialieation often starts with an emphasis on 

light induatry and is followed by the development of the metal products 

induatry. For this reason, the light industry group may be relatively 

nature, while the metal products industry may etili be at an infant stage. 

It is also for this reason that light industry :aay be expected to decline 

in importance in relation to ro*tal products and to heavy industry. This 

conclusion is strengthened by the analysis of the distribution of value 

added in industry for the period I938-I96I given in table 2  on the following 

page. 

18, Table 2 shows that, in the industrializing countries, the »hare o^ 

heavy industry is oomparable to the proportion in the industrial countries. 

Tais, however, is entirely due to the relatively low contribution of the 

••tal producta industry) yet this contribution is rising very rapidly. 

The altare of light industry declines but remaino quite high. In I96I, 

light industry contributed more than three times ae much tc total value 

added In «aaufaoturicg an the metal products industry. 

19» In the industriai countries, the share cf the metal products industry 

is high« than that of heavy industry. The decline in the share of light 

industry is nor« rapid in these countries than in the developing ones. 

/ • »1 
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20. It may be expected that,  in all economies, the  share of light in- 

dustry will decline in relation to that of the metal products industry. 

In the developing countries, it  is probable that the contribution of 

small-scale industries t,» the light industry sector will  decline but that 

it will increase in the metal producta group - small enterprises being 

very efficient in many branches of the latter group,  either as independent 

producers or as subcontractors to large undertakings.    On the whole,  there- 

ftre, the relatire position of small-scale industry may not necessarily 

decline in the future}    it ¡nay remain unchanged or may even increase.     In 

absolute terms, the nura'eer of small-scale induotriea will  definitely 

increase as industrialization proceeds. 

21. Another approach to uscertain the role of small-scale industry in 

manufacturing industry as a «hole is to determine its percentage chare in 

total  employment and total value added in manufacturing.     This has been 

done for 35 countries for which data are available i    the results are pre- 

sented in table 3 on the following page. 

22. Extreme values, that is, employment ratios of more than 50 per cent 

for Bmall-ucale industry, are found in the Central American countries,   in 

Cyprus, Greece, Israel, New Zealand,  the Republic of Korea, Surinam and 

Venezuela ;    all of these are relatively small industrialising countries. 

Baploysient in small-scale industry of less than 20 per cant of the total is 

found in Ghana, Hungary, Northern Ireland, Romania and Yugoslavia, all of 

which are also developing oountries, three of them with centrally planned 

economies.    In highly industrialized countries, such as Sweden, the United 

Kingdom and the United States, employment in small-soale industry is, res- 

ptwtitwly, 38, 16 and 27 par cent of the total..   Thua, it appears that the 

relative rola of »sail-scale industry does not depend on the level of eoono- 
aio development. 

23. The share of value added in small-scale industry ia,  in all countries 

listed 1» the table, with the exception of Japan and Palei«tan, lower than 

that ©f «nploynert in small industry, which indicates a lower Iahet» **©- 

dueitvitj in anali industries a» compared with large enterprises, a finding 

which confiras earlier one». . 
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II.    Selected Country Data 

?4«    More detailed dnta on a nucnbor of characteristic* of nmal I-scale 

industry m selected countries axe given in the following paragraph«. 

These countries are India,  Japan,   Pakistan, the United Kingdom and the 

United State3. 

India 

25«    The analysis o" Indian data snows that the largar the nurober of 

eptahliehraenta in a given industry sector, the smallar the> avarie firra 

cizc and the lower the» average labour productivity.    In £7 out of n? 

industrien, the largest number of establishments is» in the small-sesie 

size cle.38 (leap than 100 workers). 

'¿6.    The distribution ni industry among the light and heavy  ¿»ectore» ia 

shown in khr; foil owing table. 

Light Heavy 
Industry       Industry 
- Percent of trial - 

1940 

1953 

1958 

1961 

79-7 
74.5 
68.3 
64.3 

20.3 

25.5 

3I.7 
35.7 

Source»   Derived fro» The Qrowth of World Industry. 
193S-1961, Table I3. 

27«   A ape ci al aspect of the subject has been studied for India - thi 

requirements cf professional workers.   The analysis shows a positive 

correlation between the above-mentioned ratios and number of professional 

and technical workers as a percentage of total employment.    Saal 1er 

f ir» si f.e and lower labour productivity are positively correlated with 

lower professional and technical labour requirement e.    In the liftirt or 

/... 
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non-durable consumer goods industries,  the highest percentage of pro- 

fessional and technical workora io in the small industry size classj 

in the metal products and heavy industry groups,  the highest percen- 

tage of these workers is in  the large industry size class.    An with 

all generalisations,  there «.re some exceptions. 

28.    Data on the contribution of small-scale industry to manufacturing 

industry in Indie for a more recent date (1962) show that small in- 

dustry plays a substantial role in Indian manufacturing.    Small indus- 

tries, defined as establishments with fixed capital assetu not exceeding 

Be, 500,000 and employing up to 100 workers, account for 91 per cent of 

the Lo tal number of establishments, 36 por cent of the total employment 

and 30 per cent of the total manufacturing groas output in manufacturing. 

Japan 

29»    Data on industry in Japan have been analysed by a ranking procedure. 

A broad sample of 19 industry sectors was grouped in nine eizo classes 

in terms of number of employees per enterprise,  the amaileet size clase 

including 1-9 employees, the largest 1,000-1,999 employees,    Eecause of 

incompleteness of data in larger size classes,  establishments with an 

employment above 2,000 persons were disregarded.    The results of the 

statistical analysis are summarized telow. 

30.    The correlation between number of establishments and size class is 

almost perfect j    in almost all of the 19 sectors,  the smaller the number 

of employees, the larger the number of firms.    The correlation between 

labour productivity and size of industry is also very olooei    the smaller 

firas have n"moat invariably r lower labour productivity in terms of 

output per employee.    The capital-labour ratio (fixed capital assets 

psr employee) is v*ry strongly correlated with firm size, the smaller 

the fir«, the «mailer the average investment per worker. 

/... 
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31. The correlation between size class and napital-output ratio is not 

strong, the coefficient of concordance boing relatively low. It still 

appears that the larger the average firm size, the higher the capital- 

output ratio. This relationship is weaker at both endo of the size 

breakdown in the large enterprises economies of scale reduce the 

ratio, while in the small eat siae group, owing to under-utiliaatior, 

of equipment, the capital-output ratio is higher than in the next two 

larger sizes. 

32. There is an almost perfect correlation between wage rate level and 

siae class - the larger the firm the higher the average wagej the 

smaller the firm the lower the wage rate. The ratio of capital income 

over labour income yields H lower coefficient of concordance than the 

capital-labour ratio. ' 

Pakistan 

33» Paki.gt.an data based on the 195Ö census on manufacturing industry 

show that small-scale industry provides employment to 22.2 per cent of 

the work-force in manufacturing industry and contributes» 24.8 per cent 

to the value added. 

34» In several industrial groups, labour productivity is higher in 

small-scale industry than in manufacturing ao a whole. This is the oase 

in the printing, chemicals, taaohinery and miscellaneous industries. In 

the case of non-metallic mineral products, basic metal industry and 

metal products industry, labour productivity is only slightly below that 

of the average for all industries in these sectors. The impression is 

gained that the average Ifbour productivity is higher for «Bft.U-«oale 

industry than for the manufacturing industry as a whole, whloh would be 

a rather striking fact. In Pakistan, because of scarcity of mineral 

and other raw materials, industrialization may have advanced more 

/... 
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rapidly in light industries than in heavy industry. In more recent 

years, advances took place in heavy industry, ao may be seen in the 

following table. 

PAKISTAN 

1948 

1953 

I956 
I96I 

Light 
Industry 

Heavy 
Industry 

(Percentage) 

79.2 20.8 

79.2 20.8 

74.4 25.6 
7O.2 29,8 

Souroet    Derived from United Nations, The Growth of World 
Industry, 1936-1961, table I3. 

United Kingdom 

35,    Small-scale industry ia rather important in the United Kingdom where, 

in I958, it accounted for 15»8 per cent of all employment in manufacturing 

and 13.6 per cent of the net jjutput.    There is a strong positive relation- 

ship "between average firm sise, average labour productivity,  average 

capital-labour ratio and wage per employee (coefficient of concordance 

0.762). 

36»    In sectors in which the average firm size ìB email (in terms of net 

output per establishment), labour productivity (net jmtput per employee) 

is In general lower than in sectors with a higher average firm sizo. 

Aleo the capital-labour ratio (fixed capital per employee) and waged pòi. 

employee are lower in sectors with a email average firm size. 

37.    Peroentage data relating to tho number of establishments, employment 

and total ealee in sitali firma (employing up to 100 persons) and for 

/... 
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larger firms (employing over 100 persona) show thut the sectors in vtoioh 

more than 80 per oent of the numb3r ox' sa-'-ablishments are ornali firms 

arei food, beverages end tobacco, engineering; and 'îlsctrical goods, 

metal goods, leather goods and fure, olothing and footwear, bricks, 

pot+ery »ml glaee, timber, furniture, papar and publishing and other 

manufacturing industrien. 

38, The highest figure« for ail three ori caria arc in the .leather goods 

induetry (number cf establishment»! 93«4 P«* oent, employment 37• 7 P«~ 

oent and «ales 55,2 per oent) followed by tlabor, furniture, clothing and 

footwear. The lov/ect peroentage in the vehicles induetry (number of 

establishments 69.5 per oent, employment 4.7 per oent and tofcal sales 

4.0 per oent). 

United States 

39. In 19¡?8t employment in »(oall-soale industry in the United States 

(establishments with employment pf fro* 10 to 100 persons) represented 

23.4 per oant of total employment in industry and contributed 19«7 per 

oent to value added. 

41. In that oountry the oapital-labour ratio is lower in the light and 

metal products industries than in manufacturing as a whole, while it is 

higher - and in some oases considerably higher - in the heavy industry 

group. This corroborates an earlier statement that heavy industry is 

largely capital-intensive. Bmall-soale enterprises contribute less to 

heavy industry than to the two other groupe. 

41. ¿s regards produotivity of capital, heavy Induetry ha» the lowest 

• oötput-eapital ratio (<l)t tht atta! prt*ueta industry having a fairly 

hifh »**• (between 3.2 and 4*6). TM **tio for light industry varisi 

from 2 tè 9.3, five ©ut of tao light industri*« having an ©tttput-©ap*têl 

ratio higher than 4. Labour sreéactivlty doss net show citar treni* I» 

/••1 
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the light industry,  two out of ten industries having a ratio close to 

the avorage for omnufacturing as a whole,    in the metal products 

industry,  two out of four of these ratios are above the average.    I„ 

the heavy industry except the non-metallic mineral products industry 

labour productivity ic above the average figure of total mnuUotuT¿g 

•'¿.*W*' 
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ANNEX II, TTfPIS OP PRODUCTION SUITABLE FOR SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRIES 

1.      A broad variety of products may be economically manufacturad by 

small-scale industries.    In a recent survey-/, five principal types of 

opportunities are identified!    • 

(a)      Dispersad processing of weight-losing or perieheble raw 
materials.    Opportunities depend on the resources,  geography, 
transport network and land ownership patterns of thé country 
or aroa.    Examples of such industries are rice milling, rico 
bran oil,  sat? mills, wood drying kilns,  vegetable oil extrac- 
tion, cheese, butter,  leather tanning,   fruit and venable 
canning, hardboard and etrawboard. 

(•)      Bulky, weight-gaining and hence market-oriented products, 
principally in the field of construction, agricultural and 
household goods.    Examples are agricultural implements, sheet 
metal products,  containers, mixed fertiliaers, bricks, concrete 
products,  structural rsetal products, plastic pipe and conduit, 
bread, soft drinks, ice cream, furniture and truck and bus 
bodies. 

(c) 3imple assembly, mixing or finishing operations. Productions 
require low investment, have moderate economies of scale, are 
labour-intensive and have low transfer costs.    Examples aroi 
food products, clothing, footwear, leather goods,  pharmaceuticals, 
paints and varnishes,  sports goods, plastic products and toys. 
These are particularly suitable for establisliment in urban 
oontres enjoying external economies. 

(d) Strvice industries lending themselves to quality job work and 
«peoialized tasks.   Examples are*    tool and die caking, 
electroplating, printing, electrical servicing, auto servicing, 
foundries and machine shops. 

l/ S. Stcl«? and R* Morse, 
Chapter VI, MoQra* ssi,mrw »urtar for B.T.lcpln» CouMrl... 
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(©)      Separable nanufacturing operations in the Lietal-working 
industries.    These offer potentially the greatest scope for 
small enterprises.    The versatility of machine tool operations, 
the endless number of products and eoraponent3 to be made,  and 
the interchange ability of standard parts offer great oppor- 
tuni tifetJ loi-  uxafUnxn and engineers tc adap*  and innevate 
constantly in response to changing cost and production possibi- 
lities. 

2.     The authors utate that the dynamic element in the metal-working 

industries is well suited for the technically oriented entrepitmeur and 

accounts for the significant role of the small propriety and partnership 

firms in tool and die making, deaigning,  and precision  job work, even 

in developed countries.     Specialization in certain operations makes 

possible scalo economies?    versatility and precision working yield high 

value added in tiie products manufacturad.    The possibilities of sub- 

contracting between scali and large industries are particularly great in 

the me tal-iforkiiig sectcr. 

"TF* 
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ANNEX III. BIBLIOGRAPHY OP UNITED HATIONS ARTICLES, 

PUBLICATIONS AND REPORTS ON SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY 

1, The United Nations studies and reports listed below relate not only 

to policies, programmes and measures directly concerned with the develop- 

ment of small-scale industry, but alsy to certain broader insues such as 

capital intensity, technological research and. choice of technology, size 

of pla^fc and industrial management, which Lavo a bearing on the develop- 

ment of this sector. Studie» on the broader aspects are included when 

directly relevant to the main subject matter of this bibliography. 

In a few cases, reference is made to studies of more general scope. 

2. The following list Ì3 arranged by main subjects and, under each 

heading, by date of publication or proponed publication. 

A.    DIVELOPMENT OP SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY 

1. 

2. 

"Industrial Development in the United Nations Development Decade" in 

Industrialization and Productivity. Bulletin No. 6 (Sales No.» 

63.11.B.l). 

This article, which outlines in some detail certain proposals of 
the Secretary-General of the United Nations in the field of indus- 
trial development during the Development Decade (The United Notions 
Development Decade - Proposals for Action. Sales Ho.i 62.II.B.2), 
refer«/ among other things,  to the role of small-scale industries 
and industrial estates and to the role of the United Nations in this 
connexion. 

A 4es«Uption of the organisation cf technical vO~o£.a¿Mtt¿on and the 
procedures for obtaining assistance from the United Nations.   An 
out-line of the types of projects and the types of assistance wale» 
•ay 1» made available for the development of small-scale industry» 
Anne»* contain a number of typical job descriptions for esperi 
mission» and outlines of requests for assistance fres the UNDP 
(Special Fund), 

....-   í .!>'. L-¿fa.i£j&áafcaS: 
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3. Promotion of fìrr.all-.3calo Industry in the Developing Countries. 

To be published ir. 1967- 

A collection of utudies on the definition of smell-scale industry, 
the role of small-scale industries, pre-investment surveys and 
measures for the stimulation of ontrepreneurship, industrial 
extension services, industrial estates, etc. 

4. T»»» Pi«•> "f Small-scale Industry in the Industrial Framework, 
by «. K. Boon. To be published in 1368, 

A statistical analysis of strali-scale industries (nuuber of esta- 
blishments;, value addo J per establishment, nur.ber cf persons per 
establishuent, value added per employes, wages per employee) and 
comparisons with larger manufacturing establishments in a number 
of developed and developing countries. 

> 

6. 

Small-scale Industry in Latin America«    To be published, in 1966. 

The publication will  contain the report of the Seminar on fcrcail- 
scale Industry in Latin America held in Quito, Ecuador,   in 
Kovcraber-Dececiber 1966 and Rome of the papers prepared for the 
Seminar. 

•'Tue Future of the Traditional Industrial Sector in a Modernizing 
Economy", by R. Alexander.    In preparation for eventual publication. 

Guidelines for government policies and measures in respect of 
artisan, handicraft and cottage industry undertakings,  and study of 
the possibilities for transformation of artisans into small-scale 
industrialists,  the types of traditional activities suitable for 
modernisation, the methods of conversion and programmes of re-training, 
extension, incentives, etc. 

B.    TECHNICAL SERVIC3S AND FACILITIES 
PC® SMALL-SCALE INDUSTBY 

1.      "Organi&ation and Operation of Cottage ana Small Iftduati;*aM, 

Industrialization and Productivity Bulletin, Ho.  2 (UH publication», 
Salee No.-» 59.11.B,l). 

Recommendations of a Study Group of Small-scalt Industry experts on 
their visit to Japan. 

A.. 
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2. "Training for Industrial Production of Prototype Machinery", by 

A. D. Bohra, Industrialization and Productivity Bulletin. No.6 
(UN publication^, Sales IJo.i 63.ILB.I). 

A description and analysis of the functions of the Indian Prototype 
Production and Training Centres. The major function of these insti- 
tutions is to facilitate the transfer and adaptation of machine- 
building technologies developed in the advanced countries for manu- 
facture and use of the machines by small-scale industries. 

3. "Promotion of Exports of Small Industry Products from Developing 
Countries", in Proceedings of the United NationB Conference on 
Trade and Development, vol. IV (UN publications, Sales N0.1 
64.II.B.14). 

A discussion of national measures to promoto exports of small 
industry products which may be taken by governments, producers and 
exporters of the exporting countries, and of international action 
in this field, especially by CATTl/and the United Nations. A 
discussion of industrialization policies in respect of import sub- 
stitution and export promotion, with special reference to the role 
of small-scale industries, is presented in an annex. 

4. Technical Services and Facilities for Small-scale Industries* To 
bs published in I969.. 

Thf publication will contain the report of the seminar on Technical 
Services and Facilities for Small-scale li;4uatri«s, Vedboek,- Denmark, 
June-July 1967 and some of the papers prepared for the seminar. 

5. "Government Purchase Schemes for the Promotion of Small-scale In- 
dustries1', by K. Weddel. To be published in I968. 

A cooperative study of policies and praoticaa in the United State* 
and Indi». 

i/ fot Contracting Parties to the General Agreement on Tariffa and 
Trade. 
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C. INDUSTRIAL ESTATES 

1•  Establishment of Industrial Estates in Under-developed Countries 
(UN publications, Sales No.i éo.Il. ¿TAT. 

An analysis of the role of industrial estates in policies and 
programmes of industrialization and industrial location, with 
special reference to promotion of small-scale industries in the 
developing countries. 

2.  "Seminar on Industrial Estates in the ECAFK Region", in Indus- 

irialization and Productivity. Bulletin No. 5 (Sales No.;62.II.B.l). 

A brief account of the proceedings of the first, regional United 
Nations seminar on the subject, held in Madras, India, in November 
1961. 

3«  The Physical Planning of Industrial Estates (UN publications, 
Sales No.i 62.II.B.4). 

A study of location, planning, layout and building requirements 
for industrial estates in the developing countries. 

4«  Industrial Estates in Asia and the Far East (UN publications, 
Sales No.i 62.II.B.5). 

The publication contains the report of tbo seminar on Industrial 
Estates in the Eegion of the Economic Commission fcr Asia and the 
Par East, held in Madras, India, in November 1961, and large 
excerpts from the discussion and information papers submitted to 

' the Bottinar. 

5»  "Seminar on Industrial Estates in Africa", in Industrialization and 

Productivity, Bulletin No. 9 (UN publications, Salos No.:65.II.B.6) 

A fcrief account of the proceedings of the second regional United 
fatiöfl» seainar on the subject, held in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, In 
Péoeuibtir I964» 

6«  Iiidwfcriel Estate» In Africa (UN publications, Salee Ko.s 66.U.B.2) 

The publiostion contains the report of the seminar on Induetrial 
Estates in the Region of the Economic Commission for Africa, held 
in Addis Ababa in Deoeraber 1964, and tone of the papers prepared 
4v> ^ßjk      we#w    WF^fWSjBfcee^wMfc w 
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7-      Industrial Estâtes»    Policies. Plans and Procrees - A Comparativo 

Analysis of International Experienoe (UN publications, Sales Ho.t 
66.II.B.16). 

A survey of objectives £.nd policieo,  planning and organization, 
management and financing oi' industrial estates in a larga number 
of countries of all region», based on ropliee to a questionnaire on 
industrial estates and other relevant information. 

8, 

1* 

Industrial Ü3tate3 in Europe and the Middle East, 
in 1968.  

To be published 

!Phe publication will include the reports of two Consultative Groupe 
on Industrial Estates and Industrial Axeae held, respectively, at 
Geneva in October I966 and in Beirut in November I966, and eoo« of 
the papers submitted to the Groups. 

Common Service Facilities on Industrial Estaba.    In preparation for 
eventual publication. 

A study of the tool room and the testing and quality control 
laboratory as common aervice facilities on industrial estates for 
small-scale industries.    Description of the functions, policies, 
procedures, methods, equipment and staff of these facilities, in- 
cluding economic and engineering data. 

10.   The Functional Industrial Estate, 
publication. 

In preparation for eventual 

A study of a specialised type of industrial estate for email in- 
dustries producing parts and components of certain products as pert 
of » planned produotion programme.    Analysis of the suitable 
types of production, sponsorship, organisation» layout, services, 
flnanoing «to. 

D.   ruAHciiro 

"Hire-Puiohae* Loan« for the Keoiianieation of Swell Industrie»1', b> 
J» I« Btopanek, j 
(IS publications, 
J. Ä. Btopanek, Industrial 

s, Sales Io 

A study of methods linking teohnioal assistano* to financial 
assistance applied in Bum» to facilitate the immun—1» of §*. 
chinery by «sail industrialists. 

* 
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2. 

1. 

2. 

h 

vin, 

"Financing of Small-scale Industries in Under-developed Countries" 

Industrialization and Productivity Bulletin No.  3 (UN publications 
Salea No.: 60.II.B.1) ' 

A survey of measures to increase the supply cf funds, reduce the 
coot of credit and reduce the riskn of lending 

"Hire-purchase Schemes for the Promotion of Small-scale Industries" 

by K. L. Nanjappa.    Prepared for submission to a seminar of 

Financing of Small-scale Industry, and eventual publication. 

A description,  analysis and aaseosmont of hiro-purchaoe systems 
•specially of those in India. ' 

!•    INTERRELATIONS BETWEEN IAKGE AND SMÂJA INHÜSTRIE3 

"Interrelations between Large and Small Industrial Enterprises in 

Japan", by T. Ando, in Industrialization and ProdunHvi4.Y w»'Mñt 

No.  2 (UK publications, Sales No.» 59.II.B.1). 

A study of sub-contracting arrangements in Japan. 

"The Dual Nature of Industrial Development in Japan", in Indue- 

trialieation and Productivity Bulletin No. 8 (UN publication©, 
Sales No.i 64.II.B.6). 

Problems of co-existence of highly capital-intensive large-scale 
industries and of labour-intensive, louage small-scale industries 
in Japan. 

Interrelation« between Small and Lar^e Industries - A Study o* SUK. 

•WffcQtW   In preparation for publication in 1968. 

à comparative analysis- of aub-contraeting in the United States and 
r?     ^o, ?r*m* and other weetern European countries Japan and 
India, iaoludint • diaiweaion of the major faotor« influincinTtlir 
development of eub-oontraoting, a .tudy 0f alternative methods of 
organising «itMsoiifcraoti»* «id raoommeiaduion« fo* the organisation 

/••• 
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F.   MAMAQEMUHT 

•1. 

2. 

"Use of Accounting as an Aid to Management in Industrial Enter- 

prises in Under-developed Countries», lay O.flonson, Industriali« 

gation and Productivity Bulletin. i:0.l (UN publications, Sales 

No.t 58.11.B.2). 

A study of the application of accounting techniques to problems of 
industrial management at the policy level and in day-to-day 
operation. 

"Hound-table Discussion on Industrial Management in Under-developed 
Areas", ibid. 

A brief account of the proceedings of a panel of experts held 
in 1957» 

Management of Industrial Enterprises in Under-developed Countries. 

(UN publications, Sales Vo.s 58.II.B.5). 

A review of problems of management structure and cadres, labour 
management, management of production facilitiec, marketing, etc. 
Some considerations on management service institutee are con- 
tained in an annex. 

"Labour Aspects of Management", by C. fi. Wyne-Roberts, in 

industrialisation and Productivity Bulletin. No.2(UN publications, 

Sales Xos.t 59.H.B.1). 

A study of some faotors affsotln« the contribution of the worker 
to the efficiency of industrial operation in under-developed 
countries. 

"toslness Leadership in Under-developed OeystoiMVIy._Q.Iji ÜÜi 

____j_____!__.w 

à mAm of certain environmental factors Uilch influenos the 
formation and structure of nanafement. 

i 
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6.  "Some Problema of Industrial Management Reported by Technical 

Assistance Experto", ibid. 

A review of problems relating to management organization, 
managerial policies and practices, maintenance and repair of 
equipment and marketing.  (A more general study of problems 
of maintenance, repairs, replacement and obsolescence J3 
contained in "Use of industrial Equipment in Under-developed 
Countries", in Industrialisation and Productivity Bulletin.*MA 4 
(UN publications, Sales ìlo.t  6C.II.B.2]  '"' 

0. CAPITAL INTENSITY AND CHOICE OF TECHNOLOG? 

1«  "Capital Intensity in Industry in Under-developed Countri&s", in 

Industrialisation and Productivity Bulletin. No. 1 (UN publication 

Sales No.» 58.II.B.2). 

A review and assessment of recommendations mede to Governmente by 
technical assistance experta on general industrialization policies 
selection of industries and degree of mechanization in individual ' 
industries. (Studies on capital intensity in a specifio industry 
offering a wide renge of technological alternatives - engineering 
construction - include: "Capital Intensity in Heavy Engineering 
Construction", ibid., and "Capital Intensity and Costs ir Earth- 
moving Operations", Bulletin No. 3 (Salea N0.1 60.II.3.1) 

2. «Choice of Industrial Technology! The Case of Wood-working", 

by G. K. Boon, in Industrialization and Productivity Bulletin 

No. 3 (UH publication, Sales No.» 6C.II.B.I). 

Method of appraisal of alternative production processes at 
different levels of mechanisation, including the use of multi- 
*»P©«« vww» opaoialiaed machines in the manufacture of 
wooden window frames and furniture. 

/... 
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3. "Choice of Techniques", by S.  Okxta, in Industrialization and 

Product i vity Bulletin, Ho. 4 (UN publication!», Sales No. i 

60.II.B.2). 

A itudy of the appropriate combination of factors of production 
in relation to their endowmant,  In the light of the experience 
of Japan.     (Studies of broader ecope arc publiohad in Bullotir. 
No. "is     "Choice of Technology  it: Industri f>1  Planning", by 
J. TintHirpen, and in Bulletin Wo.  6 (Sales NO.í ¿4.ÍI.B.1)J 
"Choice of Capital  Intensity in Industrial Panning".) 

4, »'Adaptation of Processes, Equipment and Fxoduotu",   in Industria- 

lization ¿.nd Productivity Bulletin« No.   $ (ÜH publications, 

Sales No.:  63.11.B.l) 

A general i'eview of the problems of transfer and adaptation of 
industrial technology tc th9 conditions prevailing in the 
developing countries,  som of which are particularly relevant 
to the requirements of email-seal e industries.    (Some institutional 
aBpeots of the problem are discussed in "Establishment of Tecti- 
nologioal Research Institutes in Under-devBloped Countries",  in 
Industrialization and Productivity   Bulletin No. 2 (Sales No.» 
5$niI,B.l), which review* general problems including those of 
providing services to small undertakingo). 

H.    SIZE OF PUNT 

"Plant Sise and Economies of Scale", in Industrial i ¡sat ion and 

P^o^çtivity Bulletin, Ho. 8 (UN publications, Salea No.t 

64.11* B. 6). 

A study of the relative importance of technical and organizational 
economies of ecale in the oost structure, including a disoussioti 
of the benefit! ubi oh may be derived fresi those economies by 
small-scale industries with the assistance of promotion institu- 
tions.    (Studies of broader scope are published In Bulletin No.2 

(Salts No. i 59.II.B.1)»    "Problems of 3ize of Plant in Industry in 
Under-developed Countries",    u&â in Ceoenv-IUtro«eiaeous Ftrtl- 

\m publication, Seles No.i 6j»II»B»3) 

/•«• 
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I.    PROGRESS REPORTS AND WORK PROGRAMMES 
\ 

It      The following documenta were submitted by the Centre for Industrial 

Development to tho Committee for Industrial Development at its 

successive sessions} 

l/C.5/17 and Corr. 1    Problems of Small-acale Industríeos    Net© 
by the Secretariat. 

B/C5/46 and Corr. 1    ¡Development ?rogratßrnes fer Soml]-scale 
v Industriosi    Sete by the Secretariat. 

l/Ct5/89 Development of 3raall-scale Industries!    Note by the 
Secretariat. 

B/Ct 5/IO8       Activities of the Centre in the Promotion of 
Small-scale Industriest    Note by the Secretariat 

2.      Information on the activities of üNIDO in the field of sma.U-soale 

industries is contained in chapter IV document ID/B/3.    Data en the 

work programme in this field are contained in document ID/B/4.   Theso 

documents were presented by the Executive Director of UNIDO te the 

First Session of the Industrial Development Board in April I967. 

«EHMIM 
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